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Between 1893 and 1915, Frank Lloyd Wright designed many homes and buildings for
individual clients with seemingly limitless means. Homes from this era, often called the
Prairie Period (or Prairie Style), dot the landscape from Buffalo, NY to Springfield, IL and
beyond. The American System-Built Houses (ASBH) mark a radical departure from his
early work and are a new facet of his rich legacy. The ASBH project represents Frank
Lloyd Wright’s first gesture to a broad American audience. They are the foundation on
which later democratic building systems such as the Usonian homes, Usonian
Automatic homes, and the Erdman Prefabs depend.
Collaboration with The Richards Company
In 1915, Arthur L. Richards organized the Richards Company in Milwaukee Wisconsin.
Richards negotiated with Frank Lloyd Wright for the rights to sell building plans and to
be the exclusive provider of building materials for a system of “Standardized System
Built” buildings that Wright designed. Wright would later say he had been thinking
about the system for many years. The contract between Wright and The Richards
Company called for Richards to market the homes in the United States, Canada, and
Europe. Richards prepared marketing materials for the “American System-Built
Houses”, recruited a network of builders and dealers, and prepared to assemble kits of
building materials that included pre-cut lumber. The kits would be shipped to the
railroad siding closest to the customer’s building site. The collaborators envisioned
selling thousands of ASBH homes.
Massive Undertaking
The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives contain over 900 Drawings comprising
more than 20 basic ASBH designs. The drawings file includes presentation/marketing
drawings for the models that would be presented to prospective clients, construction
drawings, and even building component detail drawings. The customer had a seeming
infinite number of choices in the “system” that ultimately could result in a unique,
Frank Lloyd Wright designed home. The ASBH file is the largest drawings file of any
project that Wright worked on over his entire seventy year career as an architect.
Individuality
In 1916 Wright gave a speech to a group of Chicago businessmen during which he
discussed the American System of Housing. Wright would say:
"I believe the world will find in the American System of house construction, the
only instance in the world today of a work which has absolute individuality due to a
central idea which is the organic integrity of the work.
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The idea back of the American System has been in my head for years. I have
guarded it carefully. I wanted time to think in quiet of how the idea might be
brought to the public without injury to the integrity of my own art.”
Contemporary Perspective
After visiting the unique cluster of Frank Lloyd Wright’s American System-Built
dwellings on Milwaukee’s South Side, the architectural historian and archivist Nicholas
Olsberg observed:
“From the first publication of his work in 1901, a model middle-class home for a
prairie town, until the Erdman prefab venture in the last years of his long career,
everything that mattered most to Frank Lloyd Wright was wrapped up in this
single fundamental problem: How to house every working American family in an
efficient, economical, and life-enhancing work of art, and how to seize new
technologies and production techniques . . . to realize that goal. Among all this
work . . . the American System-Built Homes are the primary landmark.” They are,
Olsberg explained, “vital not only to comprehending Wright but even more to
understanding how architectural thinking can transform the everyday into
something both individually expressive and cumulatively harmonious.”
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Detailed notes for each point in this section can be found in the “Detailed Research” section
below.
A. 2106 East Newton is an exact match to the American System-Built Houses drawing for
Model A203 held in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives (1082.001). Field
measurements taken on April 22, 2015 confirm the dimensions are an exact match.
B. In a lawsuit, Herman F. Krause, Jr. (plaintiff) vs. Elizabeth Murphy, et. al (defendants) filed
October 1, 1919 in the Circuit Court of Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, the plaintiff states,
“That the plaintiff, as such a general contractor and as principle contractor, on or about
the 31st day of March 1917, entered into an agreement in writing, signed by Elizabeth
Murphy and Herman F. Krause, Jr., in and by which he agreed to erect One American
Model A. 203, being a one-story cottage on the premise hereinafter described, according
to the Plans, Specifications and Drawings made by Frank Lloyd Wright…”
Defendant Murphy replies to the plaintiff’s complaint with several defenses including,
“…that it was, among other things, provided in and by said agreement that, in case of
any difference between the parties thereto, the decision of Frank Lloyd Wright architect,
should be final and binding…”
C. On June 4th, 1917, The Richards Company agreed to a lien on 2106 East Newton to Landeck
Lumber Company. The lien was the result of Richards not paying for, “certain lumber and
merchandise, which said lumber was furnished for and delivered at a building erected for
Elizabeth Murphy by a contractor named Herman Krause”
D. Upon the completion of 2106 East Newton, it was advertised for sale in the Milwaukee
Journal on December 1st, 8th, 15th, 1918. The classified ad stated the home was designed
by Frank Lloyd Wright.
E. 1917 (circa) Plan Register from Frank Lloyd Wright’s studio indicates construction plans for
the Model A203 were drawn and delivered to the Richards Company.
F. Original, semi-unique building materials match other ASBH
G. Original, semi-unique construction framing techniques match other ASBH
H. A stamp bearing the name “Richards Co. Milwaukee, WI” was discovered on the interior of a draw in
the buffet.
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Evidence that is not available, but that would otherwise be used to support the attribution of
a building to Frank Lloyd Wright:
I. Building Permit. A check of the building files of the Village of Shorewood, found nothing for
building construction before 1920.
J. The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives is often cited as one of the most complete
records of an architect ever compiled– which raises the question, “Why doesn’t the Frank
Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives contain a reference for the address 2106 East Newton,
Shorewood, WI?”
The answer may be found in the exhibits to a lawsuit filed by Frank Lloyd Wright against The
Richards Company on August 11, 1917 in which Wright claims that The Richards Company
was not submitting monthly statements of business. One possible conclusion is that The
Richards Company concealed the existence of 2106 East Newton and that Frank Lloyd
Wright might never have known it existed.
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The following notes support the attribution of the home at 2106 East Newton as an
American System-Built Home designed by Frank Lloyd Wright

A. 2106 East Newton is an exact match to an American System-Built
Houses drawing for Model A203 held in the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation Archives (1082.001).

Notes:
1) Field measurements taken by the author on April 22, 2015 confirm the dimensions are
an exact match. Window counts, fireplace location, book cases, half-walls all match.
2) In the American System-Built Houses system, the last digit of a model number
represents the roof configuration that would have been selected by the customer.
Models ending in “3” have hip roofs.
3) 2016 Newton is built in reverse of the A203 presentation drawing. This was not
uncomon. Two of the six ASBH on West Burnham Street in Milwaukee were also built
in reverse of their drawings – possibly to site the homes for better privacy or to give
the feeling of more open yard space by “borrowing” space from adjoining side/back
yards. The home immediately west of 2106 (lot 7) was already built when 2106
construction began. It had less setback than 2106 and is a large, two story building.
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Perhaps the decision to reverse the 2106, was intended to give the open porch more
exposure and better sight lines.

2106 is Lot #6, second building from the bottom right
4) The A203 design featured an open porch. At an unknown date, the 2106 porch was
enclosed – possibly to add additional living space or to make the porch space usable
throughout the year. Evidence of the pier that supported the roof above the open
porch is visible at the far right edge of the street elevation. Two ASBHs on West
Burnham Street also had their porches enclosed to add living space. No building
permit for the enclosure was found in the Village of Shorewood building files.

Front (South) elevation is to the right. The building was constructed in reverse of
this drawing. The open porch is highlighted in yellow in the lower right corner of
the drawing.
5) An ASBH is built using ballon frame construction with framining studs spaced 24” on
center (apart) – an unusual and uncommon spacing for residential buildings.
Framining of the 2106 building appears to follow a 24” on center spacing. The 24”
Copyright 2015, Michael P. Lilek
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spacing made it possible to insert 24” window units without headers and additional
framing to support overhead loads. Note that window units above the garage are
wider than 24”. These were likely added during the enclosure of the open porch.
6) The ASBH specifications call for an exterior stucco finish. The Sanborn Map Company,
Milwaukee Insurance Map, Volume 8, 1910 (with revisions to July 1923), indicates the
home was “stuccoed”. The interior walls of the original porch are stucco with a
pebble-dash finish that appears to match the original pebble-dash finish of the ASBH
Model B1 at 2714 West Burnham, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The exterior of the home is
currently a shingle siding.
7) The current garage was created from an unexcavated space below the open porch.
The hillside was also excavated to create a driveway. The north and east wall of the
garage are of newer concrete block construction. A building permit was issued for this
work on September 9th, 1976 by the Village of Shorewood.
8) The original ASBH window sash units have been replaced with thermopane glass. The
date of the replacemnet is unknown.
9) Online reference for the A203 drawing at the Wisconisn Historical Society:
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/Content.aspx?dsNav=Ny:True,Ro:20,N:42949638284294955414&dsNavOnly=Ntk:All%7camerican+syste%2fbuilt%7c3%7c,Ny:True,Ro:0&dsRecordDetails=R:IM113967

B. In a lawsuit filed on October 1, 1919, both the defendant and
plaintiff indicate the Frank Lloyd Wright was the architect.
In the “Summons and Complaint” of a lawsuit, Herman F. Krause, Jr. (plaintiff) vs.
Elizabeth Murphy, et. al (defendants) filed October 1, 1919 in the Circuit Court of
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, the plaintiff states,
“That the plaintiff, as such a general contractor and as principle contractor, on or
about the 31st day of March 1917, entered into an agreement in writing, signed
by Elizabeth Murphy and Herman F. Krause, Jr., in and by which he agreed to
erect One American Model A. 203, being a one-story cottage on the premise
hereinafter described, according to the Plans, Specifications and Drawings made
by Frank Lloyd Wright…”
The legal description contained in the lawsuit matches 2106 East Newton.
Plaintiff claims to have completed the project and is requesting a lien in the amount
of $778.51 representing the final amount owed for the construction of the building.
The Defendant (Murphy) answered that Plaintiff had abandoned the agreement
and work on the building leaving substantial parts undone. Defendant also
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questioned the workmanship. Defendant claims she caused the building to be
finished and completed, “…thereby having considerable trouble and expense.”
Defendant also notes as a defense, “…that it was, among other things, provided
in and by said agreement that, in case of any difference between the parties
thereto, the decision of Frank Lloyd Wright architect, should be final and
binding…”
The Defendant noted that the Plaintiff had not attempted to submit the matter
to Frank Lloyd Wright.

C. June 4th,1917: Assignment of a Lien on 2106 from Richards
Company to Landeck Lumber Company.
Recorded November 8th, 1917, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin
Text reads, “Whereas, the Landeck Lumber on and before the 24 th day of April, 1917
sold to the Richards Company of Wisconsin, certain lumber and merchandise, which
said lumber was furnished for and delivered at a building erected for Elizabeth
Murphy by a contractor named Herman Kruase, on premises described as block six
(6), Lot One (1), Hillcrest Village of East Milwaukee, County of Milwaukee and State
of Wisconsin”
Note: the block and lot # are reversed in the legal document

D. Classified ads run on December 1st, 8th, 15th, 1918 in the
Milwaukee Journal stated the home was originally designed by
Frank Lloyd Wright.
Electronic archival copies of the ad text is difficult to read for December 1st and 8th.
However, you can determine the following from the text from the December 15 th,
1918 edition:
“UNIQUE SHOREWOOD BUNGALOW, NEW AND READY FOR OCUPANCY.
Located at 440 Newton Ave. Originally designed…Frank Lloyd Wright. Has ___
fireplace, living room, breakfast nook, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, __ wardrobes and 2
coat closets, large porch, electric light fixtures, hot water heat, stationary wash
Copyright 2015, Michael P. Lilek
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tubs, hardwood floors ______, stucco exterior, lot 50x135, ____, $__,500. Terms
extremely easy. Open for inspection Sunday from 2:__ to 5 ___. Other days by
appointment or __ Phone Edgewood 2721W”
Note: houses were re-numbered in Shorewood so 440 East Newton became 2016 East
Newton.

Source: The Google News Archives for the Milwaukee Journal

E. 1917 (circa) Plan Register from Frank Lloyd Wright’s studio
indicates construction plans for the Model A203 were drawn and
delivered to the Richards Company.
There are more marketing drawings for ASBH models than actual construction
drawings/plans in the ASBH plan register kept in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Studio. It
appears that only some of the ASBH models “advanced” from a marketing/design
concept to construction plans.
The plan register does not indicate an actual address or location where the plans are
to be used – nor should we expect one.
Plan Register – Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives 1082.001
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The entry in the Plan Register is on the page titled:

“Richards Company
Plans Completed
Series “a" One Story”
The A203 listing notes: “Same as 201 except hip roof”
 Roof Plan
 4 Elevations
 1 Section

F. Original, unique building materials match other ASBH
(1) Byrkit Lath system (used for interior and exterior stucco and plaster
(2) Exterior Stucco – pebble-dash finish (found on the interior of the enclosed porch)
(3) Art glass pattern

An example of the Byrkit Lath found in the basement of 2106 East Newton.
The same discovery was made at the six ASBH on West Burnham Street, Milwaukee.
The Byrkit Lath System was patented in 1885 and had been in the marketplace for
decades - but it was not common. Frank Lloyd Wright specified it for the ASBH. Other
Wright designed homes of the era used a traditional wood lath system.
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Close-up of the Byrkit-Hall Lath System

The original open porch at 2106 East Newton was enclosed at an unknown date to
create additional living space. The original exterior casement windows with art glass still
exist, now part of an interior wall that separates the porch and living room. The interior
surface of the porch likely contains the original pebble-dash stucco finish. This pebble
dash finish has been found on other ASBH homes including the Model B1 on West
Burnham in Milwaukee and the Model D101 in Gary, IN (destroyed by fire).
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2106 East Newton has one of several art glass patterns typical of the
American System-Built Houses
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G. Original, semi-unique construction framing techniques match
other ASBH
Visible framing at 2106 East Newton (floor joists viewed from the basement) match
the unique 24 inch spacing called for in ASBH blueprints. 24 inch vs. common 16 inch
spacing results in a savings of 25% of the framing lumber and requires less labor.
This spacing was not employed on other Frank Lloyd Wright homes of the period
(nor was it typical building practices of the period through today). The Frank Lloyd
Wright designed homes for Sherman Booth in Glenco, IL are dated within two
months of the blueprints for the ASBH homes on West Burnham in Milwaukee. The
Glenco homes are designed with framing members at standard 16 inches on-center.

Blueprint from a Frank Lloyd Wright designed home in Glenco, IL indocate a typical 16 inch
spacing for framining members. The drawing is dated approx two months from the first
ASBH designs in West Burnahm Street in Milwaukee.
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H. A stamp bearing the name “Richards Co. Milwaukee, WI” was
discovered on the interior of a draw in the buffet.

Homeowner displays the “Richards Co. Milwaukee, WI” stamp discovered on a drawer in the
buffet of the home at 2106 East Newton.

The buffet location of the drawer with the “Richards Co” stamp. Also note the art glass
pattern
Copyright 2015, Michael P. Lilek
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Evidence that is not available that would otherwise be used to support the attribution of
2106 East Newton to Frank Lloyd Wright:

I. Building Permit.
The Village of Shorewood had just 470 homes by 1917. It is entirely possible that the
building permit process was informal or that records from that era were not saved. It is
also likely the Village would have had limited or no staff to enforce a permitting process.
A check of the building files of the Village of Shorewood, found nothing for building
construction before 1920. The general condition of the files was excellent. They
appeared orderly, secured, and an index is available. Village staff indicated that they had
worked diligently over several years to file all materials known to exist.

J. The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives is often cited as one
of the most complete records of an architect ever compiled–
which raises the question, “Why doesn’t the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation Archives contain a reference for the address 2106
East Newton, Shorewood, WI?”
The answer may come from the record of a lawsuit the dissolved the relationship
between The Richards Company and Frank Lloyd Wright.


On August 10th, 1917 Frank Lloyd Wright claimed in a letter to The Richards
Company that it had not furnished Wright with monthly statements of business
as required by their contract (for the purpose of establishing royalties due
Wright). Frank Lloyd Wright was to be paid 3 ½ percent of the gross business
with a weekly minimum of $250.



On August 11th, 1917 Frank Lloyd Wright (plaintiff) filed a lawsuit in Dane
County, WI against The Richards Company (defendant).



On September 1st, 1917 and Injunction was requested against Richards from
using plans, specifications, etc. EXCEPT in the construction of buildings already
underway on August 11th, 1917.



The lawsuit proceedings contain no exhibits or mention of a calculation other
than the minimum amounts due.



On February 20th, 1918 the lawsuit resulted in a Judgement for Frank Lloyd
Wright (plaintiff) in the amount of $1,581.05.

Conclusion:
It is possible to conclude that The Richards Company concealed the existence of 2106
East Newton and that Frank Lloyd Wright might never have known it existed.
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2106 Newton, Street View, facing North - April 22, 2015

2106 Newton, rear View, facing South - April 22, 2015
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2106 Newton, Aerial View - Google Maps “Earth” view 4/20/2015

2106 Newton, Street View, facing north. Wisconsin Historical Society – Architecture and History
Inventory (photograph year unknown, possibly 1980)
Reference Number: 8854
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/Content.aspx?dsNav=Ny:True,Ro:0,N:42949638284294963814&dsNavOnly=Ntk:All%7c2106+newton+avenue%2c+shorewood%2c+wi%7c3%7c,Ny:True,Ro:0&dsRecordDetails=R:HI8854&dsDimensionSearch=D:2106+newton+avenu
e%2c+shorewood%2c+wi,Dxm:All,Dxp:3&dsCompoundDimensionSearch=D:2106+newton+avenue%2c+shorewood%2c+wi,Dxm:All,Dxp:3
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Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives and Wisconsin Historical Society
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Typical marketing drawing used by ASBH dealers and builders to interest prospective buyers
The Model C3 was constructed at 1835 South Layton Boulevard, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Drawing in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives and Wisconsin Historical Society
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Typical marketing drawing used by ASBH dealers and builders to interest prospective buyers
The Model C3 was constructed at 1835 South Layton Boulevard, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Drawing in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives and Wisconsin Historical Society
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Typical marketing drawing used by ASBH dealers and builders to interest prospective buyers
The Model C3 was constructed at 1835 South Layton Boulevard, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Drawing in the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives and Wisconsin Historical Society
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A. September 18th,1904, Milwaukee Sentinel: Full Page
advertisement by Arthur L. Richards
By 1904, well before the American System-Built Homes project, Arthur L. Richards was
engaged in the construction of over forty homes per year. This full-page ad touted his
abilities:
“Now right here is where our business is made. We take the position of the
manufacturer. Building over forty houses at the present time, we are buying forty
times as much raw materials as the man that is building his own home…The it puts us
in the position have our own Architect and Superintendent, our own Mason Company
and Carpenter and Foremen. Our system of construction is best, not a thing goes to
waste, and not even a minute of mechanics time.
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B. Arthur L. Richards and John J. Williams, a Chicago businessman,
form the Artistic Building Company to develop the Hotel Geneva,
Lake Geneva, WI. Artistic retains Frank Lloyd Wright to design
the hotel.

Published by Acmegraph Co., Chicago, IL

This was Richards first project with Wright. Designed in 1911 as "The
Geneva Inn", "The Geneva" opened in August 1912. Within two
years, it changed hands due to financial difficulties.
Richards and Wright would collaborate on several more un-built
projects before the American System-Built Houses project.

C. March 22, 1913, Milwaukee Journal: Arthur L. Richards handles
construction of Toys Restaurant
This 1913 article notes that Arthur L. Richards Company had the role
of developer capable of handling “every detail” for a commercial
project.
Copyright 2015, Michael P. Lilek
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http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=SJMWAAAAIBAJ&sjid=1SAEAAAAIBAJ&pg=192
8,3369244&dq=arthur+richards&hl=en

D. August 31st, 1915: First contract between Frank Lloyd Wright
and the Knickerbocker Mill and Lumber Company to develop the
American System Built Houses
This contract was assigned to The Richards Company on July 8th,
1916. No know copies exist – just a reference to it in the contract
dated November 18th, 1916.

E. September 1916 “Western Architect” Vol 24, No. 3. Page 121:
Reports and prints a speech on the American System-Built
Houses given by Frank Lloyd Wright in Chicago.
The speech begins…
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F. November 18, 1916: Second contract between Frank Lloyd
Wright and The Richards Company
The Richards Company contract for the “…so called Standardized
System-Built buildings”
Coverage
The contract covered all parts of the United States, Canada and Europe.
Scope
(The Richards Company) “…was to furnish, as far as possible, all materials entering into
the construction of the buildings and to at least furnish the plans, drawings,
specifications and details and lumber, millwork, exterior plaster material, paints, stains,
glazing, hardware trimmings and electric lighting fixtures for said buildings”
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Construction Materials
The construction of said buildings may be of frame, stucco, brick veneer, tile and brick
veneer, tile and stucco, brick or terra cotta.
Local Conditions
FLLW at the request of the Richards Company agreed to “…inspect and study the
housing and building conditions and requirements in such parts of the United States as
(Richards) may think desirable, without extra charge…and FLLW agrees to draw and
design his plans, specifications, details and perspective drawings conforming to such
conditions as may be found to exist at such places.”
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G. September 17, 1916 Chicago Daily Tribune: ASBH Advertising
Begins
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H. July 8, 1917 Chicago Daily Tribune: ASBH Advertising (Full Page)
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Land purchased by Elizabeth Murphy
Village of Shorewood had only 470 homes in 1917
No building permit was found in the Village of Shorewood records
Construction began approximately April 1917
June 4th,1917: Assignment of a Lien from Richards Company to Landeck Lumber
Company.
F. 1919 lawsuit with both the defendant and plaintiff indicating the Frank Lloyd Wright
was the architect.
G. Milwaukee Journal Classified Ads run December 1st, 8th, 15th,1918:
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H. July 1919: Sale by Land Contract to Alfred & Gladys Kibbie
Milwaukee County Register of Deeds, Vol 805, Page 467-68, Document No. 994330
This document of an Assignment of Land Contract by Elizabeth Murphy to Realty
Finance & Security Company filed August 11th, 1919
I. Porch enclosure – date unknown
J. Garage – September 1976
K. Shingle Siding – date unknown
L. Sash replacement – date unknown
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M. May 2, 1941: Classified Ad (no address) attributing the home to Frank Lloyd Wright

N. July 26th, 1972: Classified Ad attributing the home to Frank Lloyd Wright
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